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INTRODUCTION 

At the Philadelphia meeting of the American Physical 

Society in 1926, J, B. Johnson, then of the Bell Telephone 

Laboratories, presented a paper In which he stated that 

the phenomenon then called tube noise could be broken down 

into random fluctuations of potential in conductors, and 

other noise-1-) . 

He measured the mean-squared voltage fluctuations 

with a vacuum-tube amplifier and concluded that the mean- 

squared voltage in any pass band ,v^ was proportional 

to the resistance R and also to the absolute temperature 

T. 

At room temperature he found that /R for a band¬ 

width of approximately 60 cycles per second is about 10"*^® 

watts. He concluded first, that the noise power spectrum 

was Independent of frequency, at least in the audio rangej 

and second, for example, the noise from a 5000-ohm input 

resistor may exceed that of the rest of the circuit, so 

that the limit of useful amplification for vacuum-tube 

amplifiers is sometimes set by the thermal agitation of 

charges in the Input resistance of the amplifier. 

This article was followed in the Physical Review of 
1 

1928 by a paper in which Johnson^) told of his experi¬ 

ments and a paper of H. Nyqulst3) giving a thermo-dynamical 
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derivation of the relation 

\/av - 4 R kT o 
which la the well Unown Hyqulst formula, where k is 

Boltsmann*s constant* 

The appearance of R in this equation suggests that 

here Is another way of obtaining information on supercon¬ 

ductors* Boas thermal noise exist in superconductors? 

The first step in the problem is to develop equipment that 

will measure the thermal noise in the proper temperature 

region* This work has been confined to developing equip¬ 

ment and techniques for measuring noise In the liquid- 

nitrogen-temperature region* With this problem in mind, 

let us now look at seme of the aspects of thermal noise, 

and of amplifier noise* The latter will be the limiting 

factor, as we shall see, In the measurement of thermal 

noise* 
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THERMAL NOISE 

Nyqulst Derivation. Nyquist3) first considered two 

conductors of the same resistance H and at a uniform 

temperature T which were connected together at the ends. 

He first assumed that the voltage fluctuations in each 

produced power which was transferred to the other. By 

the second law of thermodynamics, since the conductors are 

at the same temperature, the net power transferred is zero. 

Next v/e assume that one conductor delivers more power 

in a certain pass hand B than the other conductor, with 

the restriction that the total power transferred is still 

zero. Wo now place a circuit with a low impedance in the 

band B and a very high impedance elsev/here in parallel with 

the resistors. Some energy in the band B will be dissipated 

in the circuit. Thus the power absorbed by the second 

resistor is not the 3arae as that delivered by the first 

resistor, 3ince much of the energy in the band B from the 

first resistor has been dissipated in the circuit. Hence, 

the second law of thermodynamics is violated and the assump¬ 

tion that the pov*er spectrum of the conductors is different 

is proved false. 

Let us now take a long, lossless transmission line of 

length 1 and of characteristic impedance R and connect 

our conductors at the ends. With this arrangement the power 

delivered by one conductor is completely adsorbed by the 
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other conductor and vice versa. At anytime after equi¬ 

librium is established, let us short the lines at the ends 

so that we can determine the distribution of energy with 

respect to frequency on the line, and hence the distri¬ 

bution of energy supplied by the conductors* With short 

circuits on the line, the energy will be completely 

reflected at each end and standing waves will be set up* 

The energy will be concentrated in the standing waves and 

will therefore be of the frequencies of the waves. 

The allowed frequencies ?;ill be 

where c is the velocity of electromagnetic radiation and 

n is an integer. 

Now if n is a large number, we can say 

which is the number of modes of vibration in the interval 

A9* Then by the equipartition of energy theorem* the 

amount of energy in each mode of electromagnetic energy 

is kT, since in each mode we have the electrical part 

and the magnetic part of the energy. The total energy 

on the line in the frequency range A^is 

ZJL 
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Therefore, the energy due to one conductor is 

F* 

The time it takes for the energy on the line to traverse 

the line completely is 

ir ~ J?/c 
Hence the total power delivered by one resistor is 

P-- kT &T) 
Since 

V <Z R) T 
and the power can be written 

P= lLfl- YU/HR 
we have 

\£x> = ^ R /?/ A-
^ 

As the band-v/idth increases the noise increases. If 

all frequencies are considered, the total noise energy 

would go to infinity as in the Rayleigh-Jeans formula for 

black-body radiation* We have used the classical equi- 

partition theorem, but we should have used the Planck 

expression 

hY) 
„ A 

fL «r -i 
in place of KT, if we are interested in extending the 

formula to high frequencies,^!©-*-® cps, or to low tempera¬ 

tures, 0.05°K, then 
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4 R hi> A**? 

- 1 

would have been obtained' and would necessarily be used in 

these extremes. 

Since the only variables needed In this argument are 

the temperature, resistance, and frequency, we are led to 

the conclusions that the emf is a function of these three 

only. 

The feature of resistance used in this derivation is 

the power dissipating property. To use this formula on a 

problem, since we used the power-dissipating features of a 

resistor, it is necessary to use the real part of the 

impedance• 

Effect of Capacitance. When dealing with an actual 

resistor, we must consider its reactance also. 

If we take for the equivalent circuit of our resistor 

to be a noiseless resistor and a noise generator in series, 

shunted by a condensor, representing both distributed 

capacitance of the resistor and capacitance of the connect¬ 

ing line to the amplifier, then following the treatment of 

Gillespie0) and others, the "black box” of our sample now 

becomes 

£ 
b 

c>i) 

H kTa-o 
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Hence we have 

and 
R 

1  

icwC 

where R(^) 

RUM'- l-t(cvRc)1 

Is the real part of the Impedance. Therefore 

4 R kT Aj) 
£ + (UjRC)1' 

Integrating over all frequencies to obtain the total noise 

('T7S.J l C^R kl*®> 
X VJ-1- TnJo i +(coRC)>- 

we find 

2 

where V2 is the total mean-squared-noise potential. This 

analysis assumes the validity of kT for the equipartition 

theorem* The presence In the denominator of 14 (CM’BG)*' 

in most cases prevents using high enough frequencies for 

the difference between kT and the Planck expression to 

become apparent. 

Effect of Inductance, Before we consider the result 

of the previous paragraph, let us look at another 
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equivalent circuit, this time Including an inductance. 

The current through the circuit is given by 

£ _ 
I 

R + <L((*C - V^e) u>RC **(_<*'LC-i) 

The output potential across the condenser Is 

E CoC V'- -/C 

u>c VURC f-ziCu^LC ~l) 

while the mean-squared-noise potential is 

r2^ _ X fcT' fitLu) XiU _ 2 feT- R cl Co 
V, w £& 'TX 

We now integrate this expression over all frequencies to 

find the total noise generated. Preparatory to integration 

by partial fractions, we find the roots of the denominator 

are 

CU-- ± (KJ ± 

where 

- 
21-RX + R-JTCF^HLC 

L Lxc 
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and 

V2L - B2C - R-JR2C2 - I). LC  2L2C     

and our integral now becomes after applying the technique 

of partial fractions 

ff?, . iT_£ Lt J ' 7T L'C- 

y; 

CP 

(6-<*J/M(u,+*) <*Cv-*) . /b (u>4$ 
Integrating and simplifying 

F -KT_R 
IT 

Substituting the limits, we have 

_ _£L JL * + £ 

/? 1 / [ico+<x\±{&-fi\i] I 

V = ifejfMO-AHj)- 7r ^C(3; 

Prom the values of and# 

a /)•- 1/LC 
By squaring (<* and extracting the root, it can be 

shown that 

<X-/3 -±A.R/L 
Also 

using the principal branch, we find as in the previous 

situation 

V‘-- KT 
c 

With this result In mind, looking over the graphs of 

R ( i£J) in figures 1, 2, and 3* several facts come out 
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R(u)- 5  
/W l+iWRC)1- 

FIGURE I 
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FIGURE 2 
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FIGURE 3 
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First* the total noise is limited only by the capacitance, 

but in the two cases considered, the noise power available 

in any band is limited by the capacitance, resistance, 

inductance, and frequency. At low frequencies the control- 

ing factor is the resistance It is interesting to note 

that the inductance and resistance have no effect on the 

total noise, but merely on the energy available in any pass- 

band • 
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TUBE NOISE 



TUBE BOISE 

We have now discussed thermal noise, which Johnson 

separated from what was then called tube noise. Bow let 

us look at what is left of this noise, which is still 

called tube noise® We v/ant to see how tube noise compares 

with thermal noise and how tube noise limits the measure- 

ability of thermal noise* 

Diodes® Before the existence of thermal noise was 

discovered, the effect of the discreteness of the elec¬ 

tronic charge on the noise in a vacuum tube diode was dis¬ 

covered and treated by Schottky^-) • Schottky restricted 

himself to the temperature-limited ease, i.e,, all the 

electrons emitted by the cathode reached the anode. He 

also assumed that the electrons are emitted at random, that 

is, the emission of one electron does not effect the emission 

of any other electron, and that the transit time is short 

compared to the period of the noise* 

Applying these he derived the now well known formula 

 t (a= Zel^ 
where is the mean-squared fluctuation in the cur¬ 

rent, e is the electronic charge, and I is the anode 

current* 

Prom this, we can see the linear dependence of the 

mean-squared-fluctuation current upon e, I, and d'O, 

This equation was used by some investigators^ to check 
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the magnitude of the electronic charge from which they 

deduced a value of e leas than different from the 

accepted value* The linear dependence on indicates 

that there should exist a white spectrum of energy up to 

frequencies where the assumption of short transit time 

is violated. (For an example of the usefulness of the 

white spectrum, see Tilton, S. P„, Noise Generator 

Technique for the VBF Man, QST, 33* 20, (Aug 19i|-9). 

Of the other two regions of the volt-ampere curve 

of a diode, the Schottky formula holds uncorrected for 

the exponential region and predicts too high a value for 

the other or space-charge-limited region* 

The exponential region is the location on the charac¬ 

teristic curve where the anode is sufficiently negative 

that only the fastest emitted electrons can come through. 

Here the Schottky formula holds, since only the electrons 

with sufficient energy get through, and they are randomly 

emitted. 

We have something different occurring in the space- 

char ge-limited region. Experimenters have found that the 

predicted value is too high, the experimental value being 

in some cases only 16% of the predicted value. The 

equation for the noise is therefore written 

h*- rXZe 1 ** 
where f~^ /l and| * =: 1 if the tube is operated in the 

temperature-limited or in the exponential region, 
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I' is called the apace charge reduction factor. 
The reduction is caused by the potential minimum set up 

between the anode and the cathode by the space charge. 

This minimum or ”virtual cathode,” has a tendency to turn 

back many of the emitted electrons and hence has a smooth¬ 

ing effect on the anode current• Van der Ziel^) in hie 

discussion gives 

where Tc is the cathode temperature, g is the diode 

be calculated from first principles, so that 6 is defined 

by this equation. 

This definition allows us to rewrite the formula by 

analogy with the thermal noise formula, ineluding © to take 

account of the space-charge reduction. It is 

We use this form, since we later wish to develop the 

concept of equivalent resistance. It has been found that 

© is essentially a constant ( * 0.61^.) in the working 

regions of most tubes. It must be realised that although 

we write the expression in the form of thermal noise, the 

two phenomena are different. Shot noise comes from 

randomness of emission of electrons, while thermal noise 

is the random fluctuations of electrons In conductors. 

conductance, and © is a dimensionless parameter. 
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Trlodes* In a three-element vacuum-tub©, or tried©, 

the middle element—the grid—is usually operated at a 

negative potential, such that it has a controling effect 

on the electrons in their flight, and hence will not draw 

current* This negative potential changes the location and 

strength of the virtual cathode. We can then replace the 

grid and anod© by an equivalent anode at the grid location 

with a potential, such that 

\4 - <r(V<) + V./1) 
where Vg is the grid potential, Va is the anode potential, 

and is the amplification factor, (T~is a tub© parameter 

also given by the relationship 

* o~q 
where gm is the grid-anode transconduotance, and g is the ' 

equivalent diode conductance. This analysis merely exchanges 

S®/cr~' ^op S in the diode equations above and gives 

<4‘>;-r2«i AV * 
e_ 
cr 4kT< A i) 

where r is now 

where 

r 

2kT?„ 
Ia is the anode current. 

G_ 
o— 

Because we have amplification, we can relate the shot 

noise to the noise of an equivalent resistor, i.e., a 

resistance connected to the imput of the tub© whose thermal 

noise causes the same current variations as the shot effect* 
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We can consider this resistor In series with the grid lead 

and assume for our work that the tub© is noiseless# How 

if 

VL- 4/OT^w 
where Bn Is the equivalent resistor, 

(A <T , 4 
w© se© that 

A V 

.y* - Q_ T<- 
cr- r 

£ 
whore 

9~ % 
& 71 
<T 

For an oxide-coated cathode, t2r 2*J>* 

This gives ua a way of comparing tubes for minimal, 

noise effect* The higher gain a trlodo has, the less 

important is the noise of the tube compared to the noise 

of its Input circuit* 

Partition Noise* If we now insert another current- 

collecting electrode, aa we do in the pentode, the cathode 

current will be divided between two paths with possible 

random variations of the division of the current* The 

fluctuations in the cathode current will be the same as 

before the second current-collecting electrode was added, 

and there will be an additional component of the noise 
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appearing in the anode lead. Horth^) has shown that the 

equivalent noise resistance is given by 

n-r-p* *7f u 

where is the screen grid current, R is the pentode 

equivalent noise resistance and Rn^ is the equivalent 

noise resistance calculated form the triode formula with 

the pentode parameters and reduced by an amount equal to 

the ratio of the anode current to the cathode current* 

These equations are not valid in the presence of 

secondary emission. Hence we must have no emission from 

other part3 of the tube. Therefore we must use the sup¬ 

pressor grid of the pentode to suppress secondary emission 

from the anode. 

We can see from the formula that the pentode is 

inherently noisier than a triode, but if the screen current 

is low and the transconductance is high, the additional 

noise can be made very small. 

Flicker Effect. In mathematical treatments of shot 

noise, the noise from pure random emission, it is found 

that the noise has a white spectrum, nevertheless, at 

low frequencies, there is experimentally an increase in 

the tube noise. This, called the flicker effect, 

Schottky?) attributed to impurity centers on the cathode, 

which change the work function of the surface and hence 

the amount of emission. The impurity centers are not 
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fixed but change size, location, and number quite rapidly. . 

An analysis of this noise in tubes leads to two terms, the 

actual shot noise term and another which is proportional 

to where l/K is the mean lifetime of the foreign 

atoms. By proper design and careful processing of the 

cathode, the flicker effect can be reduced. Furthermore, 

experiments have shown that the frequency dependence of 

the additional term is \/(£J and that its magnitude in most 

tubes is such that it is negligible above about 5>0 kcs. 

We have mentioned the usual noise in a vacuum tube 

amplifier, and we now mention for completeness a nonstat- 

istical noise and a noise due to variations in resistance. 

Microphonics. This phenomenon is neither shot or 

thermal noise, but it has much the same effect. It is 

caused by variations in the location of the tube elements 

due to mechanical causes, i.e., shock and vibration. 

Microphonics are not important at high frequencies, since 

the mechanical vibrations are low frequency vibrations, 

and may be minimized by rugged construction, and selec¬ 

tion of individual tubes for resistance to microphonics, 

as individual tubes vary widely. Shock mounting the 

equipment and provision for minimum vibration will help 

to relieve the troubles due to this cause. 

Current Noise. We turn to a phenomenon which does 

not appear In conductors, but only in semi-conductors, of 

which an example is the composition or carbon resistor. 
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It ha3 been found experimentally®) that the noise output . 

of a semi-conductor is greater than expected from the 

thermal noise when there is a current flowing through it. 

This noise can be expressed by the sum of two terms. One 

term is the Johnson or Nyquist formula, and the other is 

proportional to I2, corresponding to fluctuations in the 

resistance. These fluctuations in the resistance are 

attributed by Montgomery and Shockley^) to fluctuations in 

the number of holes and electrons in the semi-conductor. 

Like the flicker effect, this has a l/f frequency dependence. 

lloise in the Anode Load Resistor. We will show, as 

an example of the uses of these concepts, the relative 

importance of the thermal noise in the anode load resistor 

to that of shot noise in any stage of an amplifier. 

If we draw the equivalent output circuit0) of our 

Tiie potential across the anode load resistor will be 

\/ - 9- P ^ r vo.r p + /U c3 
where is the plate resistance of the tube and R is 

the anode load resistor. The gain of the stage will be 
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K°. p 
The noise voltage produced in the anode circuit by the 

anode load resistor is proportional to Rals, and since 

there is a potential-dividing network, the part of it 

appearing across the tube is only 

P 
R «. ■* !° 

The equivalent amount of potential on the grid-which 

will produce the same fluctuations in the load resistor 

is l/galRa'^. Remembering that we are dealing with (RgpfJs, 

the shot noise is thus (2.j?/gm)3'* The ratio of anode load 

resistor thermal noise to shot noise, A is now 

which is very much less than 1 if we have high gain in the 

stage. 

The other source of noise in the anode lead resistor 

is current noise which can be eliminated from our consid¬ 

eration by using wire-wound resistors in the load resistor 

of the stage. 

Since the signal is amplified in each stage, we can 

see that the major precautions against noise must be taken 

in the early stages of an amplifier. Hence wire-wound 



resistors 

the first 

need be used only for precision values 

and perhaps second stages of low noise 

amplifiers* 
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EQUIPMENT 

An ofr all view of the equipment used for noise 

measurement can he seen in the block diagram, figure If.. 

The signal generator is used for calibration. The purpose 

of the communication receiver in the system is to limit 

the band-pass of the system and to locate the pass-band 

in the desired region of the spectrum. The signal is 

amplified by the two amplifiers, then changed in frequency 

by the communication receiver to 915 kc., and passed to the 

output meter. Here the power level is raised by a single 

stage to such a level that the resultant signal is 

adequate to operate the thermogalvanometor. 

Specifications of Amplifier. The system without the 

output meter has a voltage gain of about 10^. With the 

equipment a potential, as small as 2 X 10“8 volts could be 

detected. This corresponds to the thermal noise of a 6 ohm 

resistor at 290° with the system’s band-width of 5370 

cycles. Calculating the equivalent noise resistance of 

the system from the shot noise equations of the section on 

tube noise, page m, we find a noise equivalent to resistance 

of 1100 ohms. This is based on a tran3conductance of lj.000 

micromhos, a screen grid current of 1 ma., plate current of 

3.5 ma., and a cathode temperature of 1100°K. These values 

were taken from tube characteristic curves (figure 8). The 

equivalent noise resistance found from the calibration 
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curve of 3 March 195’-!- is about 1100 ohms. Thus we 3ee 

that the amplifier approaches theoretical values for this 

tube type (6AH6), . 

Samples and Test Chamber. The experimental samples 

were IRC WW10J wire-wound resistors encased in a protective 

jacket to prevent damage from the liquid air and acetone 

used in the temperature baths. The resistors were wound 

in a single pie on a ceramic core with radial pigtail leads. 

Most of the samples were mounted in brass sleeves with 

a Incite liner for insulation at the ungrounded end. The 

container was sealed and insulated by a kovar seal at the 

high end. Some samples were encased in a tight teflon 

jacket which was sealed with a silicone vacuum grease. 

A3 the wire used in the IRC TWlOJ’s is an alloy, and 

since we wanted a pure metal sample, a resistor was wound 

on a texolita core. It consisted of about 1600 feet of 

k-0 gauge copper wire wound in 6 pies of about 3000 turns 

per pie. The leads were 22 gauge copper wire, and the 

resistor was jacketed with texolite and sealed with silicone 

vacuum grease. Its room temperature resistance was about 

15>00 ohms, 

Since the coaxial cable (type RG 620) connecting the 

sample with the amplifier had a di-electric whose 

characteristics changed with temperature, and also as the 

specimen needed to be shielded, a sample holder was 

constructed. 



It consisted of a brass can attached to a monel tube 

and copper wire coaxial line with air dielectric= Screw 

terminals are provided for rapid changing of samples. The 

brass can separated into two pieces by means of a threaded 

section, 

A thermocouple was soldered on the inside of the 

chamber to measure the temperature. Several holes were 

drilled in the can so that the temperature equilibrium 

could be more rapidly obtained by Intimate contact of the 

specimen and refrigerant. 

Preamplifier, The preamplifier was built on an 

aluminum chassis of 10hX2^Kl^ inches. There were three 

stages, the final stage being a cathode follower to match 

the input stage of the linear amplifier, Amphenol coaxial 

connectors were used for signal connectors, while Jones 

plugs were used for power leads. The circuit diagram is 

given in figure 7. 

The tubes used were 6AH6*S, These tubes were selected 

primarily because of their high transconductance and low 

input and output capacitances. This latter feature was 

important in the early part of the work where we wanted a 

broad-band amplifier. The high transconductance is 

Important for gain, and as we saw in the section on tube 

noise, for low shot noise. Each tube was first checked 

for microphonics; then individual tubes were tried in the 

input stage, and the best one from the standpoint of signal 
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to noiso ratio ?/as used during the 'actual runs* 

IV/o types of resistors were used. IRC WWkj's were 

used at all points where there was a signal present, i.e., 

grid, andoe, and cathode resistors. IRC type BW-2*s were 

used a3 the decoupling filter resistors. Several resistors 

were tried in each position of the first stage and then 

finally the best ones for minimun noise were used. 

Electrolytic condensers were- used in a minimun number 

of places due to the possibility of leakage. Where one was 

used, it was always shunted by an o*ol disk ceramic 

condenser. Whenever possible disk ceramic condensers v/ere 

used. At points where largo enough values v/ere not obtain¬ 

able, Gornell-Dublier *!pups'' were used. The filament's 

leads were shunted by condensers at the sockets to make 

sure that the filaments were at AC-ground potential. All 

condensers were used considerably below their rated working 

voltages to reduce the possibility of leakage and the 

resulting noise. 

The filaments were operated from a 6,3 volt lead- 

acid secondary battery on continuous charge by a Mallory 

Rectopower supply, type 6RS10• Three Burgess type 21308 

batteries were used for the screen and anode potentials, 

'The preamplifier proper was mounted on a plywood 

platform by shock mounts. The B batteries were also 

mounted on the plywood, and the entire system was mounted 

on another set of shock mounts. This wag placed on top of 
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the linear amplifier which wea in turn mounted on a sponge 

rubber. This mounting system did a good job of eliminating 

microphonics# 

Amplifier. The instrument used was an Atomic 

Instrument Company linear amplifier, model 20I4B, Rice 

Kurnber ?. The'amplifier had a maximum gain of 10^- with 

course and fine gain controls, 30 that the gain might be 

adjusted to a desired level. The amplifier had a band¬ 

width of about 0*S me., approximately the same as the 

preamplifier. Although the amplifier had been designed as 

a pulse amplifier, with the levels used in the work it was 

linear and did not distort the noise to any great extent. 

The amplifier was checked with a sine-wave signal and an 

oscilloscope. 

Communication Receiver. The receiver was a. modified 

war surplus BC-3lj.3L, which had been designed originally 

to operate from a 28 volt aircraft ^ower system. Hence 

the filaments had to be revived in parallel, the dynamotor 

removed, and some changes made in the B -t* wiring. The 

special modifications for this application were to install 

a coaxial input connector and to arrange a coaxial output 

from the third IF transformer to feed the output meter. The 

receiver was operated below its siaxitnun gain as the 

amplifier furnished almost enough amplification for. the 

entire system. The last IF stage was not used, and fewer 

stages would have been used if the filtering action would 
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not have been impaired. The only function of the receiver 

was to 3©rvc as a narrow-band-pass filter. 

Output Meter. There was about 0.3 volts available 

from the communication receiver for the output raster. 

The circuit of the meter, which is given in figure 9> 

was a conventional radio-frequency power amplifier with a 

three-turn loop on its output-tank circuit to couple the 

Western thennogalvanomater (type lj.25, serial ll|.0li20} to 

the system. The meter reads RF-current squared, and hence 

its indication was proportional to the square of the input 

voltage. Power for the 6AG7 tube was furnished from the 

auxiliary plug on the linear amplifier. 

Signal Generator. As we needed a source of known 

potential at a given frequency for calibration of the 

system, a General Radio Standard Signal Generator, type 

805C, aerial no. 1029, was used. With the attenuator 

provided, the generator will give a sine wave of 0,01 

microvolts rms. The output meter accuracy was and the 

output impedance of the generator was 0.75 ohms in the 

setting used. To calibrate the output meter of the signal 

generator, a General Radio Vacuum Tube Volt Meter, type 726, 

serial 918* was used. 

Radio Frequency Bridge. The real part of the imped¬ 

ance of the samples ivas required. To measure this, we used 

a general Radio type 916A RF bridge. The same signal 

generator was used to supply the necessary RF voltage and 
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the same communication receive!1 was used as the detector 

with the bridge. 

Temperature Control and Measurement„ The experi¬ 

mental work was carried on at three temperatures, room 

temperature (29S>°-K), the temperature of a mixture of dry 

icd and acetone (19£>°K.) and liquid air temperatures (7Q°K)* 

The various refrigerants were kept in large mouth dewar 

flasks * 

A Leeds and lorthrup type K potentiometer, serial 

no, 7I4.90I7, was used to measure the temperature with the 

thermocouple, The copper and constantan vfire came from 

the same spools as that used in the Rice Institute Helium 

Liquifier„ Hence the calibration of the liquifier thermo¬ 

couples were used directly. The reference junction was 

in a mixture of ice and water. 



PART V 

MEASUREMENTS AID RESULTS 
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MEASUREMENTS A HD RESULT'S 

Measuring: Techniques. Preparatory to a run, we 

turned on the equipment overnight so that it could 

stabilize. This was somewhat longer than necessary, but 

it was convenient to turn on the equipment in the evening 

and then take data during the day. 

The necessary tuning of the system was done before 

any data were taken. Using a small lj.00 kc, output signal 

from the signal generator, we adjusted the communicatlon- 

reeeiver-tuning control until the output meter registered 

a maximum. Then the capacitance of the tank-circuit 

condenser of the output meter was changed by the operator 

until the output meter indicated a maximum. If at any 

stage in the process the meter went off scale, the operator 

reduced the output of the signal generator. 

After the system was tuned, the signal level was 

adjusted so that the reading of the output-meter was about 

90 (on a scale of 100). Then, as the incremental-frequency 

dial was varied, the output-meter variation as a function 

of frequency could be determined. Prom this the plot 

figure 11 of the bandwidth was obtained. The equivalent 

bandwidth, was taken to be the frequency difference 

which, when multiplied by the maximum height of the 

response curve, gave the same area as that of the response 

curve 
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With the signal generator set again at IJJOO kc., 

calibration of the system proceeded as follows: known 

signal-voltage levels were fed into the system by the 

signal generator, and the corresponding output-meter 

readings were taken* The zero level was taken to be the 

output-meter indication when the signal generator was 

connected, but with the oscillator plate voltage off, 

A calibration curve is given in figure 10, 

To be sure of the amplification factor, we undertook 

to determine the drift of the amplifier. We measured the 

output for two given input signals, zero and 0,5 microvolts, 

at convenient intervals. This was generally done both at 

the start of a run and after every two or three experi¬ 

mental points were taken. The results were then plotted 

as a function of time as shown in figure 12. 

In making observations on the resistors, they were 

immersed in the proper temperature bath and allowed to 

come to equilibrium. Then, at convenient intervals, 25 

readings of the output meter were taken. These were 

averaged to give the value for the point. 

To take drift into account and to normalize all the 

work to a common scale, the reading was referred to the 

0.5 micro-volt level of the same time, which was read 

from the drift graph. (A sample drift graph is shown in 

figure 12.) This normalization was done by using as the 

reduced datum the ratio of the difference between the 0.5 
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microvolt! and zero reading, Thus 100 on the graph of the 

results, figure 13, represents 0.5 microvolts. 

Since the impedance of a wire-wound resistor changes 

with frequency and we needed to know the real part of the 

impedance at the operating frequency, the RP bridge was 

used to measure the impedance. The bridge was the limiting 

factor in the selection of the pass-band* We wanted the 

pass-band as low as possible. Because l+OO kc. was the 

lowest frequency at which the bridge was accurate, and 

because the communication receiver which covered the 

frequency range was available, 1*00 kc. was selected as the 

operating frequency. The bridge still did not cover the 

entire range of values of the samples, but, by shunting 

the sample with a condenser, we found that the resulting 

impedance fell well within the range of the bridge. 

Conclusions and Results. At low resistance values, 25 

to 2000 ohms, the high capacity (95 micromicrofarads) of 

the input system did not affect the noise level in the pass- 

band of the system, and we obtained straight lines which 

were within the accuracy of the equipment. These lines can 

be fitted to the predicted values from the Nyquist formula 

Vi* - 4RkT^ 
The x*s on the graph of the results represent points calcu¬ 

lated from this formula. 

Since the samples were wound in a single pie they had 

considerable inductance and distributed capacitance. Due to 
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the increasing important effect of the capacitance and 

inductance as the resistance increases, in the resistance 

range above 2000 ohms, there was a reduction in the noise 

level* Here the Hyquiat formula does not hold directly, 

because the reactance enters in. As the bridge measured 

only the sum of the reactances, we could not measure the 

capacity and inductance with the bridge measurements* 

Therefore we could not assign a noise level or equivalent 

resistance* Hence the distribution of points at the high 

resistance values. 

Prom this we can say that the validity of the Nyquist 

formula has been established—to the accuracy of the 

equipment—for the very low resistance values in the 

presence of large reactances in the temperature range from 

78°K to 300°K, 'The accuracy is estimated to be about 5$* 

Since drift is compensated the limiting feature is the 

accuracy o*f the attenuator and output meter of the signal 

generator. As will be seen in the next section, there is 

the possibility of extending the measurements to lower 

temperatures. 

Suggestions for Improving the System. As was stated 

In a previous part, the minimum noise that could be detected 

was the noise from a 6 ohm resistor at room temperature, and 

the minimum that could measured at this temperature was 

the noise from a resistor of about 25? ohms . Hence, by 

extroplation, we say that the smallest resistor from which 



the noise could be detected aT i\.°K Is about i|i{.0 ohms. The 

lowest value of resistance whose noise could be measured 

at helium temperatures is probably around 2000 ohms. Both 

of these values are rather difficult to obtain with a pure 

metal sample, especially of a superconducting metal. 

Several things could be done to improve the equipment. 

First a transformer, preferably a tuned one, could be used 

to improve the impedance match, as the input impedance of 

a vacuum tube is so large and the impedance of the samples 

is so low. The transformer could also give a voltage gain, 

and in this manner lower the minimum amount of noise that 

could be measured. The transformer could also be designed 

to be immersed in liquid nitrogen, and thus the resistance 

noise from it could be made very small. 

Perhaps a better tube, i,ea triode with a higher 

transconductance along with the other good features of the 

6AH6, could be found. With higher transconductance, the 

shot noise would be reduced, and, if the tube were a triode, 

there would be no partition noise. 

If one wished to operate at higher frequencies, leas 

capacity in the input circuit would be a necessity. Perhaps 

connecting the amplifier to the sample with a rigid coaxial 

line, as in the sample holder, and making the preamplifier 

and sample holder an integral unit would be the solution. 

At present, these are the ways of improving the 

equipment for further research. 
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